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При выполнении заданий В4 – В10 вам необходимо преобразовать
слова, так чтобы они грамматически соответствовали содержанию текста.
В основном преобразуемые слова – это глаголы, неличные формы глагола,
местоимения, прилагательные, существительные и числительные.
Прочитайте приведённые ниже тексты. Преобразуйте, если
необходимо, слова, напечатанные заглавными буквами в конце строк,
так чтобы они грамматически соответствовали содержанию текстов.
Заполните пропуски полученными словами.
Test 1
The _________ English colonists sailed to America towards the end of the century. One of the ______ known was Sir Walter Raleigh. The settlers tried without
success to start profitable colonies in Virginia, which ______ after Elizabeth, the
virgin or unmarried queen. But ______ were only beginnings. England began to
sell African slaves to work for the Spanish in America. By 1650 slavery ________
an important trade, _______ wealth particularly to Bristol. It took until the end
of the _______ century for this trade to be ended. The growth of trade abroad
wasn’t entirely new. The Merchant Adventurers Company already ______ with
royal support before the end of the _________ century.

ONE
WELL
NAME
THIS
BECOME
BRING
EIGHTEEN
ESTABLISH
FIFTEEN

Test 2
She tried to go back to work, but she couldn’t concentrate. She opened her briefcase and threw in some of uncompleted files. After collecting her other ________,
Laura took the elevator to the basement level. She didn’t want to take the risk of
________ into anyone in the reception area and exited through the back door. It
still ______. If anything, the city looked ________ than it had that morning. Even
her apartment building seemed ________ than usual. Getting off on the ______
floor and entering her apartment, she slammed the door with enough force to tilt
a framed print she _________ in the Metropolitan.

BELONG
RUN
RAIN, BAD
DIRTY, FIVE
BUY
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Test 3
On entering her apartment Laura noticed that the red light on her answering machine ______. At first she ignored it, but the _____ the room got, the
______ the blinking became. The call was from her mother, _____ her to
call the moment she got home. Laura made the call. Her mother answered
on the ______ ring. “Thank God you called”, she said, “We ____ a dinner
party tomorrow night, and I want you to come. “Mother,” Laura said with
exasperation. “I’m not sure I’m up to a dinner party. I _____ a bad day today.” “Nonsense,” her mother exclaimed. “All the more reason to get out of
that dreadful apartment of ____. I promise that you ____ a wonderful time.”

BLINK, DARK
INSISTENT, ASK
ONE, HAVE
HAVE
YOU, HAVE
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Test 4

Test 7

Undoubtedly one of the _____________ war novels in American literature
is “The Naked and the Dead” by Norman Mailer. Norman Mailer, a Harvard
graduate, __________ in the US Army during World War II. He became
famous at the age of twenty-five when his novel “The Naked and the Dead”
____________. The American critic wrote: “The publication in 1948 of “The
Naked and the Dead” was a historic event in American literature. There previously __________thoughtfully realistic novels about the American army in the
war. But “The Naked and the Dead” ___________a new tone – the tone of the
1950’s – in its obliteration of the “gallant knights in armor” view of the American soldier, its uncompromisingly truthful picture of what front-line combat
means, and how soldiers actually lived, thought and spoke. _______________
on one brief campaign, the conquest of an island in the Pacific, it tried to
consider the battle in epic terms of the movement of history.”

GREAT
SERVE
PUBLISH
BE
STRIKE
CONCENTRATE

Test 5
For 2.5 million years the Earth’s climate has fluctuated ___________ from ice
ages to warmer periods. But in the last one hundred years the planet’s temperature
_____________ unusually fast about 1.2 to 1.4 degrees Fahrenheit. Scientists believe that at present it is human activity that ___________ the temperatures up – a
process known as global warming. Ever since the Industrial revolution __________
factories, power plants and eventually cars ______________ fossil fuel such as
oil and coal, ___________ huge amounts of carbon dioxide and other gases into
the atmosphere. Scientists now believe that the greenhouse effect ____________
by the extra greenhouse gases that humans have released. Evidence for global
warming __________ the recent strain of very warm years. Scientists record
that 1998 was the ___________ year in measured history, with 2005 coming in
second. Meanwhile, readings taken from ice core show that the greenhouse gases
_________ the highest levels in the past four hundred and three thousand years.
Arctic sea ice is also shrinking. According to NASA studies the extent of Arctic sea
ice _____________ about ten percent in the last thirty years. Researchers predict
that temperatures ______________ about 2 to 10 degrees Fahrenheit.

CYCLE
RISE
DRIVE
BEGIN
BURN
RELEASE
INTENSIFY
INCLUDE
WARM
HIT
DECLINE
INCREASE

Test 6
The hero and heroine of “Romeo and Juliet” are probably the ___________
literary representatives of intense romantic love: consequently, many people
know something of the play even if they ____________ it.
But if they actually _____________ it, they may well have some
surprises. “Romeo and Juliet” proves to be _____________ and
____________than hearsay suggests.
By the test of the scale of influence, “Romeo and Juliet” is one of the
__________ works in the history of the world’s drama. The influence of
this tragedy ___________ forth internationally through countless
stage productions, films for cinema and television, videos, radio,
adaptations, parodies and cartoons. Though the play is so famous, however,
it always ______________.
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FAMOUS
NOT READ
READ
LIVELY
PARADOXICAL
SUCCESSFUL
PUT
NOT APPRECIATE

The founders of the American Republic ____________ behind them
a Constitution which was the first of _______ kind in the world,
and which __________ dozens of other countries _____________ political
reform.
In most other countries, during the past 200 years, one revolution __________
to another, and constitutions______________ .
But the United States, which not so long ago _____________ so new in
comparison with the powers of Europe, now has the ____________ written
constitution in the world and the __________ period without
revolutionary change except Great Britain, which in its turn
____________ more profoundly in the matter of government.
But the principles set out in the Constitution and Bill of Rights are so
vague that they cannot easily ____________ to the changing
circumstances of the real world.
All through the history of the United States there ___________ disputes
over questions whether particular acts of government are forbidden by the
Constitution.

Test 10
LEAVE
IT
INSPIRE, SEEK

Reflexively they both looked back the way they ____________.
There was no one in sight. Then Mike realized that they _____________.
He had seen a movement out of the corner of his eye and now he saw
it again. ______________________, he slowly turned his head. Two
Indians _____________________ just a few yards away. This was the
northern edge of Cherokee country, and they _____________________
the natives at a distance for three days but none ___________________
them.
The __________________ of the two held out a large fish like a salmon.
Mike guessed the two of them __________________ in the river.

LEAD
NOT ENDURE
SEEM
OLD
LONG

TALL
FISH

Test 11

APPLY

It was a broad valley, beyond the ______________ range but still in
the mountains. There was a fast-moving stream of pure cold water
______________ along the valley floor,
_____________ with fish.
The hillsides were densely forested and alive with game.
A pair of golden eagles came and went, ____________ food to the nest
for ____________ young.
“It ___________ me of home,” said Lizzie.
They unloaded the horses in the ___________ part of the valley
bottom.
Peg _____________ through a sack, looking for a saw, when she found
the broken iron collar. She looked uncomprehendingly at the letters: she
never ____________ to read.

BE

YOU
POWERFUL
NOT DO
REGRET
SWIM
BRING
CLEVER
SEE

HIGH
BUBBLE
TEEM
BRING
THEY
REMIND
FLAT
RUMMAGE
LEARN

Test 12
MEET
BE

John was late as he _______________ track of time while in the library.
When he came to the café Rachel was there, she _____________ for
him.
He _______________ to the table by the waiter. Rachel __________________
a large one-sheet menu that obscured the look of annoyance on her face.
“Sorry,” John said as he sat down.
“It’s okay,” she replied. “But I already ________________ for
__________.”
“Forget about it. We need to talk.”
He told her everything, ________________ with the detail-by-detail
accounting of what ________________ in Beachwood Canyon. He
told her what ________________ out of the field trip video. It took
________________ fifteen minutes and during that time their lunch
_________________. By the time he was finished recounting the story he
could see that Rachel’s mind ______________ to work on everything.

Test 9
Lisa understood his thinking. The crossroads would present Jay with a problem.
He would have to find out whether the runaways _____________ south or north.
If they called attention to _______________ by stopping at the tavern for
__________ they would make his task much _____________. The horses would
have to suffer a little ____________.
A few miles beyond the town they stopped where the road __________ by a
barely visible track. Mike built a fire and Peg cooked. There __________ undoubtedly fish in the streams, but the fugitives had no time for __________.
After supper the three of ____________ wrapped ____________ in blankets
and lay under the wagon. They talked in low voices of all the things they
___________ through together.

TENSE
STAND
WATCH
APPROACH

CHANGE

Test 8
Tears came to Esther’s eyes. “You are putting __________ against the
_______________ people in the land.”
“I must leave. If I _____________ it now, I never will – and I’ll spend the rest
of my life _______________ it.” “But what if they try to stop you?”
“If they block the bridge, I ____________ the river.”
“If they catch you, they _____________ you back like Jimmy Lee.”
“I’m _______________ than Jimmy Lee. I’ll get on a ship.”
“A ship,” Esther said wonderingly. Neither of them ever ____________ one.
“Where will you go?”
“London, or Holland, or Massachusetts, even.”
“They are just names,” Esther said. “We never __________ anyone who
_____________ to Massachusetts.”

COME
WATCH

TURN
THEY
SUPPLY, EASY
LONG
CROSS
BE
FISH
THEY, THEY
BE
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LOSE
WAIT
LEAD, HOLD
ORDER
I
CONCLUDE
HAPPEN
EDIT
HE
SERVE
GO

Test 16

Test 13
At that hour in the park there were more joggers than there _______________
in the morning and Jack kept his speed down. Above 80th Street, the number
of joggers began to fall. By then, night _____________ full command of the
sky. To make things _______________, it seemed to Jack that the distance
between the street lamps ________________. When he passed 90th Street,
it got even _______________, particularly in the hilly section where he
___________ such exhilaration that morning. The leafless trees crowded the
pathway. He could no _____________ see the buildings along Central Park
West. _______________ the park at 106th Street, Jack felt relief. He had to
laugh at his imagination and wonder what ______________ it. Although he
_______________ in the park at night for months, he _______________
it a considerable number of times over the years. He couldn’t remember it
_____________ him in such a fashion.

BE
TAKE
BAD
GROW
DARK
FEEL
LONG
EXIT
STIMULATE
NOT RIDE, DO

LIE
OLD
SERVE
REGARD
BEAUTIFUL
STAND
USE
LAY
COVER
IT

The “Golden age” of the Elizabethan era _________ to the flowering of
literature and drama and the rise of playwrights and authors such as William
Shakespeare, Ben Jonson and Christopher Marlowe. Theatre performances
____________ place on temporary stages outside pubs, and ___________down
upon by the city fathers as degenerate.
James Burbage then constructed London’s _________ Theatre in Shoreditch,
outside the city boundaries in 1574. __________, he dismantled it to create
the Globe, where Shakespeare’s plays first _____________. The Globe now
_________________, albeit not on the original site.

LEAD
TAKE, LOOK
ONE
LATE
PERFORM
RECREATE

Test 20
Test 17
Mary, queen of Scots, was one of the ______________ and controversial
monarchs of 16th century Europe. Her physical beauty and kind heart
were acknowledged even by her enemies. Yet she lacked the political
skills to rule in Scotland. Her ___________ marriage was unpopular and
ended in murder and scandal; her ___________was even __________and
ended in forced abdication in favor of her infant son. She fled to England
in 1568, _________for the help of her cousin, Elizabeth I. Her presence was dangerous for the English queen, who____________ Catholic
plotting on Mary’s behalf. The two queens never met and Mary remained
imprisoned for the next nineteen years. She _________ in 1587, only
forty-four years old. By orders of the English government, all of her
possessions___________. In 1603, upon Elizabeth’s death, Mary’s son
became king of England as James I. Certainly the end of her life marked
the beginning of her legend. The Catholic nations which ____________
her behavior during Darnley’s murder and the marriage to Bothwell
now celebrated her as a martyr. Her former brother-in-law __________a
funeral mass at Notre-Dame. Accounts of her execution, ___________by
crude woodcuts, were sold throughout Europe. She was now the sympathetic heroine; the past could ___________

FOOT
STAY
CLEAN
BE
CLEAN
CHANGE
PUT
BECOME
SHE
GOOD

Test 15
_____________ the conference room, Laura headed directly to the investigators’ office. She was beginning to calm down from the anxiety of ___________
in front of the group and from _____________ to confront her boss.
She felt even ______________ when she found Clara at her desk, since her
workday officially _______________ an hour earlier. In Laura’s estimation,
Clara was the ________________ investigator at their office.
Laura had Clara copy the list of names Dick _____________. And Laura asked
her to put in a request for copies of the ________________ charts from
St. Francis Hospital.
Silently _________________ the names over and over, Laura rode up in the
elevator. Once on the ___________________ floor, Laura hesitated.
It took her a moment to build up her confidence. She took a fortifying
breath and started off. The _______________ she got, the
________________ she walked.

New State House
The “New” State House, completed in 1798, now __________ across from the
Common. It is the ______________ building
on Beacon Hill and it ______________ as the seat of Massachusetts
state government, and _______________ as one of the
______________ and well-situated buildings in the country. The land on which
it ____________ now was once John Hancock’s cow pasture. The cornerstone
of this impressive building that for many years __________ as a model for
other state capitols, ____________ by Governor Samuel Adams and Paul Revere. The dome ____________ in copper with a 23 karat gold finish, a change
from __________ original wood shingles.

AFFECT

Test 14
Laura sat up and put her _____________ over the side of her bed. She felt
terrible. The night before, she ______________ up too late, compulsively
____________ her dirty apartment despite her exhaustion. She knew it
_____________ a stupid thing to do, but the literal and figurative cobwebs had
to ____________.
She couldn’t believe how much her life ______________ in forty-eight
hours. Laura went to the bathroom and started her morning routine
of _____________ on the small amount of makeup she
___________ accustomed to using. When she was finished, she looked
at ____________ in the mirror. She was not pleased. She appeared
tired and stressed, and even with additional blush, she didn’t look any
_______________.

Test 19

LEAVE
TALK
HAVE
GOOD
END
TALENTED
PROVIDE
PATIENT

FASCINATING

TWO
THREE, POPULAR
HOPE
FEAR
EXECUTE
BURN
CONDEMN
HOLD
ILLUSTRATE
FORGET

Test 18
Boston Public Library
The ____________ lending library in the country, the Boston Public Library, ______________in 1848. It was part of the plan of
_________ cultural and scientific institutions to Boston.
It __________ by the New York firm of Mead and White and ___________
from 1888 to 1892 to complete. This building that has its walls __________
in murals by Sargent and Abbey, its entryway ______________
with sculptures by Pratt and Saint-Gaudens, was meant to be
“a place for the people and dedicated to the advancement of
___________”.

READ
FIVE
CLOSE
SLOW
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OLD
FOUND
BRING
DESIGN, TAKE
COVER
DECORATE
LEARN

Shakespeare’s plays ______________ for Burbage’s theatre on the banks
of the Thames, _____________ as the “Wooden O”, and it was here that
“King Lear”, “Macbeth”, “Hamlet”, “Othello” and many other productions
first_____________.
It ___________ down by the Puritans in 1642.
The current recreation is largely due to the American film-maker Sam
Wanamaker, who ________to London in 1949, ____________ to find a
Globe Theatre and, ____________, set about raising funds to rebuild it. He
died in 1993, but his vision finally ____________.

WRITE
KNOW
STAGE
CLOSE
COME, EXPECT
DISAPPOINT
REALIZE

Test 21
“When a man is tired of London he is tired of life”, wrote Samuel Johnson –
a sentiment which is no ___________ true today than it was in the
____________century.
London is one of the ____________cities in Europe. For the visitor,
London _____________ an endless pageant of history and tradition
_______with the excitement of the avant-garde, a dizzying variety of entertainment, innumerable sporting events, a ________number of parks and green
squares.
The well-known highlights attract scores of tour buses, but London also has
many __________corners which repay exploration, characterful backstreets
which evoke the London of Charles Dickens, riverside, unusual specialty
museums, and tranquil Georgian squares.

LITTLE
EIGHTEEN
LARGE
OFFER
COMBINE
SURPRISE
HIDE

Test 22
The life of Edgar Allan Poe, as with the ____________of many geniuses,
___________ with tragedies that all influenced his craft. From the very
____________of his writing career, he loved___________ poems for the
loves of his life. ___________, when he reached adulthood and realized the
harsh _____________ of life, his writing became even ______________
and _________________ than before.

LIFE
FILL
BEGIN, WRITE
LATE
REALITY, DARK
DISTURB
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Test 23
Dear editors,
For more than 20 years I ______________ a passenger on trains
between Rensselaer and Penn Station. Many times I ________________
the view of the Hudson River, but _________________ what exactly
are the sights I _________________, and why the company Amtrak
___________ any information about them.
On my ride up the river on Monday, I ___________ your booklet
“New York By Rail 2009” in the seat pocket. And there it _________:
the answers to all my wonders! I ____________ it with me on the future
trips.
Thanks to all who ___________ responsible for this pleasant surprise!
Sincerely,
Tom Smith (East Greenbush, NY)

Test 26
BE
ENJOY
WONDER
VIEW
NOT PROVIDE
FIND
BE
CARRY

Hampton Court
Hampton Court Palace originally __________ by Cardinal Wolsey, Henry
VIII’s rebellious chancellor, as ecclesiastical abode. When Henry asked
_____________ why he ___________such a grand home he made a
mistake of ___________that it was “to show how noble a place a subject
may offer to his sovereign.” When he __________ from royal favour in
1529, Henry ________ him up on _____________offer
and ____________ in, considerably _________ and
_____________ the palace. Subsequent monarchs used it as a weekend
retreat from London, with the ______________additions after the
__________reign being made by William and Mary, who
__________ Sir Christopher Wren to rebuild the south and east wings.

TAKE
USHER
SET
LINE
COLLABORATOR
PLAY, TOUR
RUN, STAGE
WIN
GIVE, HE

Test 27

National Museum of Play
The nation’s second __________________children’s museum, the only
museum in the world specifically _______________ to the study of play,
is ___________, and ______________ than ever. A giant expansion has
doubled _______________size and made room for more imaginative exhibits,
_______________ the first indoor butterfly garden in Upstate New York.
The fun _____________ even before you get inside, with a whimsical design
of vivid, primary colours and dramatic shapes telegraphing the museum’s
playful personality. An undulating atrium connects the main buildings and a
structure that ______________like a pile of children’s building blocks, home
to “Field Of Play”, an exhibit on the importance of plays in human development and creativity.

LARGE
DEVOTE
BIG, GOOD
IT
INCLUDE
BEGIN
LOOK

Test 25
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West Side Story
“West Side Story”__________ Broadway by storm in 1957, when it
_________in a new era in musical theatre. Jerome Robbins had the idea
to update Romeo and Juliet, ________it in modern-day New York. He
________up composer Leonard Bernstein, playwright Arthur Laurents
and lyricist Stephen Sondheim as __________. The musical
_________for two years on Broadway, then it ______the U.S. and
__________for nearly three years in London. Since then it _______in cities around the world. The movie followed in 1961, _______10 Academy
Awards. A special award _______to Robbins for _______ choreography.

BE

Test 24

New York City Ballet Company
New York City Ballet is one of the _____________dance
companies in the world. It ____________a roster of dancers
____________ in the classical style. Solely responsible for
_______________its own artists and ______________its own repertory,
New York City Ballet ____________annual seasons at
____________two permanent homes, the New York State Theatre
at Lincoln Centre and the Saratoga Performing Arts Center, and also
__________both within the USA and abroad.
New York City Ballet _______________its existence to Lincoln Kirstein
who in 1930s __________________an American ballet where young
dancers could ________________ and ________________under
the guidance of the ________________ ballet masters. When he
____________George Balanchine in London in 1933, Kirstein knew he
______________the right person for his dream.

Test 29

FAMOUS
MAINTAIN
TRAIN
TRAIN, CREATE
PERFORM
IT
TOUR
OWE
ENVISION
TRAIN, SCHOOL
GREAT
MEET
FIND

Singer Castle
In 1902 Frederick Gilbert Bourne, the ______ president of Singer Sewing
Machine Company, a self-made millionaire, entrepreneur and family man
________ a six-acre granite island in the St. Lawrence River ________ Dark
Island and ________the famous architect Ernest Flagg to design a “hunting” lodge that was like no other castle in existence. Flagg created a design
_____________on the description of a hunting lodge ____________ “The
Towers” at Woodstock Park in Sir Walter Scott’s novel Woodstock.
Imagine the delight of the Bournes in the summer of 1905 as they _______ the
neighbouring island and _______new castle __________into view. An architectural marvel with granite walls and turrets, 28 rooms some with _______
grates for ______ visitors and an elaborate clock tower that ________five
stories above the St. Lawrence River. In 2003, after 100 years as a private
residence, the current owners _______ the castle to the public.

FOUR

BUILD
HE, NEED
REPLY
FALL
TAKE, HE
MOVE, ALTER
ENLARGE
SIGNIFICANT
TUDOR
ORDER

Test 30

PURCHASE, CALL
COMMISSION
BASE, CALL
ROUND
THEY, COME
HIDE
WATCH, RISE

The John Hancock Tower
Standing 740 __________high the John Hancock Tower is Boston’s
___________building – a blue glass skyscraper. It ____________by
I.M. Pei, who also ______________the John F. Kennedy Library, and the
tower ______________ in 1976. Some thought that _________ proximity
to Trinity Church _________it, but the reflection of the church on the glass
makes it seem even ________. The 60th floor of the tower ________ an
observatory with a 360-degree view of the city and on clear _________ one
can see Concord, Lexington and Cape Cod.

FOOT
TALL, DESIGN
DESIGN
COMPLETE, IT
OVERWHELM
LARGE, HAVE
DAY

OPEN

Test 31
Test 28
Boldt Castle
George C. Boldt ________to America in the 1860s from Prussia, the son
of poor parents. A man of tremendous organizational skill, daring and
imagination, he became the _________hotel magnate in America. He was
the president of several __________. For Boldt, to dream and to do were
synonymous. Now Boldt Castle _______as an eternal monument to the
memory of the man whose dreams were no more far-reaching than his
capabilities. Boldt Castle, on Heart Island, was to be the testimony of the
unsurpassed love of a man to his wife. The magnificence of the structure
was to be equalled only by George Boldt’s adoration of Louise, who was
the love of _________life and reason for the construction of such an elaborate home. The _________of artists, ______ and materials ________for
the work which was well underway when tragedy _________. Mrs. Boldt
_______ and a telegram arrived _______ all work to stop. Three hundred
_______dropped _________tools and left the island, never to return. The
sculptures, Italian mantle pieces, _______ tapestries and fine furniture never
reached ________ places in this ________, melancholy mansion. Today,
________wander in awe through the huge, empty rooms, ___________the
luxury, splendour and gaiety that might __________.

COME
SUCCESSFUL
COMPANY
STAND

HE
FINE, CRAFTSMAN
SEEK, STRIKE
DIE, ORDER
WORKMAN, THEY
IMPORT
THEY, ILL-FATE
VISITOR, IMAGINE
BE
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Lochleven
Loch Leven Castle is a_________ castle on an island in Loch Leven, in the
Perth and Kinross region of Scotland. It __________around 1300. In the
later 14th century the castle _____________to William Douglas, 1st Earl
of Douglas, and____________ in Douglas’ hands for the next 300 years.
Mary, Queen of Scots ____________here in 1567–1568, and forced to
abdicate, before ________ with the help of her gaoler's family. Today, the
remains of the castle _______________as a category A listed building, in
the care of Historic Scotland.
Mary, Queen of Scots first _________Loch Leven in 1565 as a guest of
Sir William Douglas of Lochleven. Mary _________to Loch Leven as a
prisoner in 1567 after she _____________to her noblemen, who opposed
her marriage to the Earl of Bothwell. She __________to Loch Leven,
___________most of her captivity living in the early 16th-century Glassin
Tower. A few days later she ______________to abdicate as Queen of Scots,
in favour of her infant son James. On the night of the escape, Willie Douglas _________the keys and let Mary, ______________as a servant, out of
the castle. She ___________ across the lake to where George Douglas and
others awaited her, and they ___________to Niddry Castle in Lothian.
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RUIN
BUILD
GRANT
REMAIN
IMPRISON
ESCAPE
PROTECT
VISIT
RETURN
SURRENDER
TAKE
SPEND
FORCE
STEAL, DRESS
ROW
FLEED

Test 32
Laura might have found it aggravating to share her ideas with Jack and Rose,
but the process of vocalizing them had served to make her even ______ that she
was correct. Her _______ objections had done nothing to shake her _________.
She was now even ________________ to her scenario. She knew that someone
in the authority should _______________. From bitter experience she knew
that such a decision was not ________ to make. It ___________ to come from
administration and go through public relations.

CONFIDENT
FRIEND, BELIEF
COMMITTED
INFORM
SHE, HAVE

Тренировочные упражнения для выполнения
заданий по грамматике и лексике (В11–В16)
При выполнении заданий В11 – В16 вам необходимо преобразовать слова,
так чтобы они лексически и грамматически соответствовали содержанию
текста.
При подготовке к выполнению этих заданий необходимо повторить
основные словообразовательные суффиксы и приставки. Особое внимание
надо уделить отрицательным приставкам.
Упражнения на повторение словообразовательных суффиксов
Exercise 1. Заполните таблицу. В первой колонке приведены основные
суффиксы образования имён существительных от глаголов или других
существительных. Образованные существительные относятся к людям
и их профессиям. Добавьте суффиксы к словам, данным в рамке, и занесите полученные существительные во вторую колонку. От некоторых
слов могут быть образованы несколько существительных.
Suffixes

Nouns

er
or
ian
ess
ist
ant
ee

ные показывают деятельность, процесс. Добавьте суффиксы к словам,
данным в рамке, и занесите полученные существительные во вторую
колонку. От некоторых слов могут быть образованы несколько существительных.
Suffixes

Nouns

ance
ence
cy
ment
dom
hood
ion
ism
ity
ness
ship
al
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arrive, tolerant, popular, invent, generous, ugly, perform, move, exist, develop, decide,
wise, prefer, king, guide, hero, literate, child, private, depend, conscious, prosper, explain,
kind, excite, Catholic, assist, sad, correspond, occur, invest, formal, efficient, accurate,
deny, protect, achieve, free, collect, real, curious, ill, member, betray

Exercise 3. Заполните таблицу. В первой колонке приведены основные
суффиксы образования глаголов от прилагательных или существительных. Добавьте суффиксы к словам, данным в рамке, и занесите полученные глаголы во вторую колонку.
Verbs

just, apology, bright, false, special, memory, quick, glory, economy, deep, length,
intense

Exercise 4. Заполните таблицу. В первой колонке приведены основные
суффиксы образования прилагательных от глаголов. Добавьте суффиксы
к словам, данным в рамке, и занесите полученные прилагательные во
вторую колонку.
14

invent, accept, predict, enjoy, resist, attract, admire, remark, create, compete, value,
dispose, comprehend

Suffixes

Suffixes

Exercise 2. Заполните таблицу. В первой колонке приведены основные
суффиксы образования имён существительных от глаголов, прилагательных или других существительных. Образованные существитель-

Adjectives

Exercise 5. Заполните таблицу. В первой колонке приведены основные
суффиксы образования прилагательных от существительных. Добавьте
суффиксы к словам, данным в рамке, и занесите полученные прилагательные во вторую колонку. От некоторых слов могут быть образованы
несколько прилагательных.

ize
ify
en

create, history, prince, politics, piano, music, invent, participate, novel, employ, speak, wait, examine,
assist, act, drive, visit, tour, apply, inhabit, physics, mathematics, sail

Suffixes
able
ible
ive

Adjectives

al
ful
less
ic
ish
ly
ous
y

accident, beauty, dirt, religion, continent, worth, delight, music, artist, hope, death,
anxiety, child, tradition, style, end, success, use, harm, world, hero, fool, friend, sun,
ambition, fury, suspicion, fame, blood, rain

Упражнения на повторение отрицательных
приставок
Exercise 1.
a. Put negative prefixes before the following words:
__ possible, ____active, ____ just, ____able, ____justice, _____believable,
____reasonable, ____belief, ____mature, ____recognizable, ____legal, ____honest, ____regular, ____relevant, _____attractive, ____polite, _____kind, _____fair,
____capable, ____patient, ____employed, ____dependent, ____formal, ____advantage, ____visible, ____obey, ____order, _____sincere, ____comfort, ______
harmony, ____certain, _____acceptable, _____comfortable, _____predictable,
_____fortunately, ____tidy, ______agree, ____convenient, _____appear
15

b. Complete the table with the words from ex. 1a.
in

im

ir

il

Test 33
un

dis

c. Fill in with the appropriate forms of the words with the negative prefixes:
obey, capable, sincere, regular, honest, agree, attractive, convenient, fair,
legal, appear, formal, polite, relevant, depend.
A lot of people think it is ______________ to visit without calling first.
Mary thinks she is _________________, but I think she is quite pretty.
I think it is very ______________ of you to lie to your brother like that.
Don’t include any _____________ points in your description.
‘To shoot’ and ‘to bleed’ are _________________ verbs.
I am afraid, 6 o’clock is an _______________ time.
She pretends to be sympathetic and says kind things but she doesn’t really
mean what she says, she is very __________________.
The American colonists wanted to be____________ of England and the king
of England.
The stepmother made Cinderella work very hard while her daughters were
always idle. It was very ______________.
It is ______________ to drive without a driver’s license.
Basil couldn’t believe that Dorian had gone out to dinner when Sybil had
been lying dead in some dirty theatre. He asked Dorian if he was ____________
of pity.
He was ____________ dressed, wearing slacks and an open-necked shirt.
In all these years I’ve never known you ____________ an order.
Last night the boy mysteriously ____________, nobody knows where he is.
The fact we have a few _______________ doesn’t mean we are not friends.

Тренировочные упражнения для выполнения
заданий по грамматике и лексике
Прочитайте приведённые ниже тексты. Преобразуйте, если необходимо,
слова, напечатанные заглавными буквами в конце строк, так чтобы они грамматически и лексически соответствовали содержанию текстов. Заполните
пропуски полученными словами.
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She was sitting in the library, studying up on tissue cultures as an aid to
further ______________ work in the laboratory. Ted had
been ______________ in setting her up with some relatively
_____________ viruses so that she could _____________ herself with
the latest virology ________________.
Melissa checked her watch. At three she had an _______________
with her boss. The day before she had given his secretary a formal
request for _______________ to use the laboratory, outlining the
___________________ work she wanted to do. But she was rather pessimistic about his ______________.

Test 36
PRACTICE
HELP
HARM, FAMILIAR
EQUIP
APPOINT
PERMIT
EXPERIMENT
RESPOND

Test 34
Melissa heard Ted’s _________________ which sounded hollow and distant.
She felt a stab of ________________. This was hardly a place for such jokes.
Holding the vial at arm’s ____________ , Ted told Melissa to take it, but she
shook her head. An _______________ fear gripped her.
She glanced around the laboratory. It was an alien environment, but
individual pieces of _______________ equipment seemed
____________ commonplace.

LAUGH
IRRITATE
LONG
RATION

NOVEL
DISPUTE
SIGNIFICANT
ABOLISH
HIGH
INFLUENCE

Test 37

SCIENCE
RELATIVE

Test 35
During the mid 1700s as war with Britain loomed ever closer,
many American prose ______________ began abandoning early Puritanical concerns with religion and took to politics. New ideas
about ____________ circulated in America.
______________, the two most prominent literary figures of
the times were Benjamin Franklin (1706–1790) and Thomas Paine
(1737–1809). The “Declaration of Independence” (1776), perhaps the
greatest _____________ of political liberty in prose, was drafted with
the help of Franklin, although Thomas Jefferson must take most of the
credit for its __________________.
In post-revolutionary period (1783–1820) despite the
_________________ between north and south, demand for national
literature began to grow as the country developed a more united
sense of ______________. With Washington Irving (1783–1859)
did the United States gain its first truly ___________________ recognized author of prose. His essays and tales, while dealing
with American themes, took their ______________ from old
European folk stories: “Rip Van Winkle” and “The Legend
of Sleepy Hollow” are among his most famous tales, they are
said to be the first examples of the modern short story.
The novel also made its first ____________ in America during this
period.

Melville, gathered material for his novels during his early years at sea. His
enormous talents as a ________________ were displayed with
the __________________ masterpiece of American fiction,
“Moby Dick” (1851). The struggle between Captain Ahab and the white
whale, Moby Dick, possesses an ulterior level of _______________
which goes beyond the compelling realism of the whale hunt.
A brief mention must also be made with regard to Harriet Beecher
Stowe (1811–1896), whose famous ______________ novel
“Uncle Tom’s Cabin” was published in 1851 – 1852 at the
________________ of the slavery debate. This novel was highly
_____________ in stirring up popular feeling against slavery,
and was cited by Lincoln as one of the main causes
of the Civil War.

WRITE
EQUAL
DOUBT

One of the most ____________ individual and important
writers in the history of American literature was the poet
Walt Whitman (1819–1892). The ___________ of “Leaves of Grass”
in 1855 represented a ______________ departure in American verse,
both in terms of form and content.
Emily Dickinson (1830–1886) was the other great American poet of the
19th century. The _______________ of her poems
are short and _________________ crafted lyrics containing
_____________ rhythms and rhymes. Love, death and the
____________ universe are the main themes dealt with by this
_________________ intense and
_____________ poet.

HIGH
PUBLISH
REVOLUTION
MAJOR
BEAUTY
EXPERIMENT
NATURE
REMARK
SENSITIVITY

EXPRESS

Test 38

COMPOSE

During the sixteenth century Spanish _________________
went along the western and southern coasts of North America, and by
1600 had established scattered ______________. By 1609, they were far
enough advanced to build a palace for the _______________ of
New Mexico far north of the border of Mexico itself. Two-thirds
of the present US territory became part of the _______________
Empire, except for parts _________________ colonized by the
_____________ in the first half of the eighteenth century.
By the time these territories came into _________ of the US
at _______________ dates in the first half of the nineteenth
century.

DIFFERENT
IDENTIFY
INTERNATIONAL
INSPIRE

APPEAR
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EXPLORE
SETLLE
GOVERN
SPAIN
TEMPORARY
FRANCE
POSSESS
VARY

Test 39

Test 42

The Louisiana State Capitol was commissioned by Governor Huey Long.
But little did Long know that only 3 years later, in 1935, the Capitol building was to be the sight of his _________________. Huey Long was buried
on the grounds and his statue faces the capitol. The ___________ entrance
is approached by climbing a grand stone staircase with one step for each of
the (at the time) 48 states. On coming through the entrance ____________
find themselves in the grand Memorial Hall. Sculptures of some of the Louisiana _______________ stand in the hall. Flags of the _______________
nations that have ruled Louisiana hang ____________ from the balcony
above. Magnificent bronze doors lead to both the Senate and the House of
_______________ chambers. The Observation Deck is on the 27th floor and
affords panoramic view of Baton Rouge from a ______________ of 350
feet. To the west the ___________ Mississippi flows toward the Gulf of
Mexico.
Four out every 10 acres of wetlands in the USA can be found in Louisiana.
With their rare cypress trees, birds and animals, they are a ____________
treasure. They provide ____________ with a natural window into a rare
ecosystem that can be experienced on a ______________ swamp tour.

ASSASSINATE
MASS
VISIT
GOVERN, VARY
GRACE
REPRESENT
HIGH
MIGHT

Floyd’s __________________ was solemn when Laura stepped into his office.
“I _____________ don’t understand you, Laura,” Floyd said _______________.
His face was hard, his voice firm. “You have ___________________ countermanded my directive. I warned you about going to the media with your opinions,
yet you willfully _________ me. Given such willful _______________ for my
authority, you leave me no choice but to terminate your ________________
at this office. I don’t want any excuses or __________________.” Floyd was
trying to maintain his composure. “According to _________________, I have
the right to terminate you at my discretion. I have nothing more to say. That
will be all.”
Hastily Laura scrambled from her chair and fled out of Floyd’s office.
She ________________ avoided the stares of the secretaries who had
________________ heard Floyd’s outburst.
Laura was in shock. She had talked herself out of the __________________ of
being fired, yet that was exactly what had happened.

NATION
TOUR
GUIDE

EXPRESS
TRUE, FINAL
DELIBERATE
OBEY, REGARD
EMPLOY
EXPLAIN
REGULATE

DEVELOP
LEAD
EXPLORE, NAVY
CREDIBLE
SUBTLE
COMPARE

Laura turned back to her door and ______________ the last lock. She
pushed open the door. From her vantage point in the hall, her apartment
appeared as she had left it. She didn’t hear anything ______________.
She didn’t see anything ______________. She stepped over the threshold _________________, ready to flee at the slightest ____________
sound.
Out of the corner of her eye, Laura saw something coming at her.
She let go of her briefcase and raised her arms to ____________
herself. At the moment the briefcase hit the floor, the cat was on
her but only for a second. Only after Laura had caught her,
______________ did she turn back to her door and close it. From its
______________ place the cat glared down at Laura with playful
_____________.

Castle Jamison had the tall, overbearing look of so many _______________
country houses. Sir George inherited the estate through a cousin of his first wife.
Throughout Jay’s _______________ his father had been obsessed with coal. He
had spent all his time and money opening new pits, and no ________________
had been made to the castle. The huge ___________ rooms on the ground floor
were arranged around a central courtyard with a fountain that was frozen from
October to May. The place was ______________ to heat. Fires in every bedroom
made little ______________ on the chill air of the big chambers.

SCOT
CHILD
IMPROVE
DRAUGHT
POSSIBLE
IMPRESS

Test 46
CONSCIOUS
DOUBT
POSSIBLE

Test 43

Test 40
Elizabeth I succeeded to the throne when she was 25 years old and ruled
over the gradual ________________ of England from a backward state
to a country playing a ______________ role in many fields of life: in
_______________ and science, in _____________ might and in trade.
England under Queen Elizabeth developed an ______________ vitality and
self-confidence. And it was to her capital where came William Shakespeare – an obscure young man from the provinces, with the imagination,
and ________________ and wit – to bring all these forces together in
his ________________ poetry and plays in the fitting climax to the great
Elizabethan age.

Test 45

LOCK
NORMAL
SUSPECT
CAUTION, EXPECT
DEFENCE
BREATHE
HIDE
ANGRY

They went on. A few minutes later the stairs ended in a deck that gave
access to two tunnels. Below the level of the tunnels, the shaft was full of
water. Lisa stared into the ____________ of the tunnels, her heart filled
with mingled _____________ and fear. They stepped off the deck into a
tunnel. Lisa had to concentrate on keeping her feet. She realized that she
had a very _____________ night ahead of her. She tried to ignore her
____________. Lisa ______________ realized that above her head there
were two hundred and ten feet of earth and rock that could collapse on her
if the _____________ had not done their work ____________.

DARK
CURIOUS
PLEASANT
COMFORT, SUDDEN
MINE, CARE

Test 47
It was a place of violence and ______________, and she was playing
a __________ game. She was here partly because her _____________
was an __________________ passion. She had always been fascinated by whatever was forbidden. She couldn’t help opening any door
marked ‘No ______________’. But the main reason was Mark. He had
always been interesting. Even as a small boy he had been independentminded, ________________, always questioning what he was told. In
_______________ he was fulfilling his promise.

CRUEL
DANGER, CURIOUS
RESIST
ENTER
OBEY
ADULT

Test 41
English Catholics hoped that Queen Elizabeth’s ____________, James I,
would be more tolerant of their religion. _______________, James didn’t
turn out to be more tolerant and a small group of young men under the
_______________ of Robert Catesby, decided that violent action was
the answer. The _________________ intended to blow up the Houses of
Parliament. The _____________ plan would later be known as the Gunpowder Plot. Guy Fawkes was a strong ________________ to Catesby’s
small group. He was as _______________ about the plight of Catholics as
his colleagues. Fawkes was put in charge of the ______________ of the
plot. He was arrested a few hours before the planned _______________.
It’s ___________ if the plotters would ever have been able to pull off their
plan. Some _____________ have suggested that the gunpowder itself was
so old as to be ___________.

Test 48

Test 44

SUCCEED
FORTUNATE

It hadn’t occurred to him that all these years she had ___________ wanted to escape.
He saw the desperation in her eyes, it hurt him to refuse her, but he had to. “Women
can’t be _____________. I’d have to leave you in Edinburgh.”
Mark loved his sister. They had always sided with one another in any conflict, from
______________ scraps, through rows with their parents, to disputes with the pit
______________.
Even when she had doubts about his _____________ she was as fierce as a
_____________ in his defence.
After this conversation Esther found herself brooding over her brother’s
______________ again. She told herself that she should have expected
_______________.

LEAD
CONSPIRE
MURDER
ADD
PASSION
EXECUTE
EXPLODE
CLEAR
HISTORY
USE
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SECRET
SAIL
CHILD
MANAGE
WISE
LION
REJECT
REFUSE

Jay left his card and a note at the palace, but he had to wait three days for an
_______________ with the Baron de Botetourt, the new _______________.
When he finally got his _____________, it was not for a personal audience,
as he had expected, but for a _______________ with fifty other guests.
_______________, the Baron had yet to realize that Jay was an important
ally in a hostile environment.
_____________, Botetourt was the very opposite of what Jay had hoped
for. He turned out to be a fat friendly man with the air of _____________
wine merchant welcoming his customers to a tasting. He didn’t look like a
man capable of striking fear in the hearts of mutinous ________________.
He was not ready to crush ______________ opposition.

APPOINT, GOVERN
INVITE
RECEIVE
CLEAR
FORTUNATE
PROSPER
COLONY
LOYAL
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Test 49

Test 53

Jay wanted to see the lawyer at his earliest ___________. He left the office
in a bad temper. His affairs were in a complete mess and he was _________
to do something about it. Forced to kill time, he went along to the Capitol
building. The assembly reconvened after an _________. Jay and a handful
of other ________ stood at the back, behind a rail. He swiftly realized that
the colony’s politics were in turmoil. Virginia, the oldest British __________
on the continent, seemed ready to defy its _________ king. Jay watched in
disgust as one _____________ landowner after another stood up and attacked
the king. In the end they passed a ______________ saying that the treason
statute went contrary to the British subject’s right to trial by a jury of his peers.
They went on the usual gripes about paying taxes while having no voice in
the Westminster parliament. “No taxation without _____________” was their
parrot cry. They affirmed their right to cooperate with other _____________
assemblies in ___________ to royal demands.

CONVENIENT
PATIENCE
ELECT
OBSERVE
SETTLE
RIGHT
RESPECT
RESOLUTE
REPRESENT
COLONY
OPPOSE

Test 56

The complex had been constructed of gray stone in fits and starts during the
course of almost a century, so the ___________ wings were of slightly different
______________ design.
Having been to the hospital on a number of occasions, Laura knew where she
was going, which was _____________.
Laura’s friend had left for her an envelope with ________________ to go first to
admitting to get a hospital card. The final line in the note said that Laura should
go ________________ to the cafeteria when she was finished.
Obtaining the hospital card took more time than the _____________ test. She had
to wait in line to see one of the customer-service ___________________.
Still, it took only fifteen minutes, and she was soon on her way up to the
laboratory. Her friend’s ______________ were clear, and Laura found the
laboratory without _________________. Inside, it was surprisingly serene in
______________ to the rest of the hospital.

Edgar Allan Poe (January 19, 1809–October 7, 1849) was an American writer,
poet, editor and ___________ critic, and is considered part of the American
Romantic Movement. Best known for his tales of mystery and the macabre, Poe
was one of the earliest American practitioners of the short story and is considered
the ______________ of the detective-fiction genre. He is further credited with
________________ to the emerging genre of science fiction. He was the first
well-known American writer to try to earn a _____________ through writing
alone, resulting in a ______________ difficult life and career.

VARY
ARCHITECT
HELP
INSTRUCT
DIRECT
BLEED
REPRESENT

NORTH
ASSOCIATE
PRESS
GOVERN
TREASON
EXCEPT
PRODUCE
PROPOSE

Test 51
Jack had forgotten the ________________ of riding his mountain bike, but it
came back to him as he coasted down one of the hills after entering Central Park.
Since the park was ___________ deserted save for the rare ________, Jack had
let himself go, and both the city and the suppressed ________ miraculously
________ in the misty city-bound forest. He remembered his first bike that he had
got on his tenth birthday. Mythologized as a symbol of his happy and _______
childhood, he had convinced his mother to save it. Rain was still falling. To keep
himself __________ dry, he wore his waterproof bicycle poncho.

EXHILARATE
NEAR, JOG
ANXIOUS
APPEAR
CARE
REASON

Test 52
As Jack emerged into the __________ corridor on the first floor, he
caught another glimpse of the __________ front reception area. Even
from the back of the ____________, he could hear the murmur of excited
__________. Something was up, and his __________ was piqued.
One of the __________ aspects of his job was that he never knew from
one day to the next what was in store. Coming to work was _________,
which was a far cry from how Jack had felt in his former life, when each
day had been ____________ but utterly _________.
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CENTRE
CROWD
BUILD
CONVERSE, CURIOUS
EXCITE
STIMULATE

Test 54
In _____________times, the 16 km wide Thames Valley offered fertile
soils, ___________woodlands and a __________water supply to the
early settlers.
The core of the city, dating back to ____________times, developed at the
point nearest the mouth of the Thames.
The Thames is a _____________ river, and the areas on the either side of
its banks are classified as flood plains.
Over the centuries, the southeast of England has gradually tilted towards
the sea, and _____________ London would still be subject to flooding
from surge tides were it not for the Thames Barrier.
London was the first capital in the world to experience the ________________
Revolution, and the banks of the Thames are crammed with vestiges of the
city’s heyday as the centre of the _____________ Empire.

INVENT
CONTRIBUTE
LIVE
FINANCE

Test 57

DIRECT
DIFFICULT
COMPARE

Test 50
Washington had a plan. In the ____________ colonies, he said, leading men
had formed ________________ whose members agreed not to import British
goods. If Virginians really wanted to put _____________ on the London
______________ they should do the same.
Jay thought angrily that it was a _____________ speech. Not everyone agreed
with Washington. Washington said that there might be ______________,
and the assembly began to get down to details. Someone proposed a ban on
slaughtering lambs to increase the local ____________ of wool. Before long
Washington organised a small committee to thrash out the technicalities. The
_____________ was passed and the committee members were chosen.

LITERATURE

HISTORY
EXTEND, PLENTY

Since personal ___________ was a recurring theme in Edgar
Allan Poe’s life, his work reflected the _________ instilled by such
______________sorrow. However, he remains one of the most loved and
widely-known of all American writers . His _________ poems and stories will endure and be read by _______________ generations of people
from many different countries, a fact which would have ____________
provided some source of comfort for this ____________,
____________ and ______________ man.

TRAGIC
DARK
CONTINUE
HAUNT
COUNT
DOUBT
TROUBLE
TALENT, TORMENT

ROME

Test 58

TIDE
CENTRE
INDUSTRY
BRITAIN

Test 55
Under Elizabeth I the country enjoyed considerable _______________ and the
________________ of the city’s first trading centre, the Royal Exchange, helped
shift the balance of _________________ power in Europe from Antwerp to
London.
By 1600, London had grown to encompass the ________________ of around
200,000 people.
The Tudor dynasty ended on 1603 with the ______________ of Elizabeth I.
She was succeeded by James VI of Scotland who united the two countries for
the first time. The continued _________________of Catholics led to the Gunpowder Plot on the 5th of November 1605, when Guy Fawkes and his fellow
_________________ were caught in the act of trying to blow up the Houses of
Parliament.

PROSPER
ESTABLISH
COMMERCE
POPULATE
DIE
PERSECUTE
CONSPIRE

COMFORT, PREDICT
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Elizabeth often received offers of ______________, but she only
________ considered 3 or 4 suitors for any ____________of time. Of
these, her________ friend Robert Dudley probably came closest. Early
in 1559, Elizabeth’s ______ with ___________Dudley turned to love.
Their intimacy soon was talk in the court and country and abroad. It was
also said that Amy, Dudley’s wife, was suffering from a “malady in one
of her breasts.” Soon she ________________. After her __________
Elizabeth ______________ considered _____________Dudley; but
William Cecil and other ______________were very alarmed and made
their _____________clear. The ______________ was so overwhelming,
that there were even rumours that the ___________would rise if the
______________took place.

MARRY
SERIOUS, LONG
CHILD
FRIEND, MARRY
DEAD, DEAD
SERIOUS, MARRY
POLITICS,
APPROVE, OPPOSE
NOBLE
MARRY

Test 59
Copley Square
Copley Square is surrounded by several ___________ buildings – Boston’s
Public Library, Trinity Church, Hancock Tower. Local ____________,
business workers from _____________ and thousands of
_____________ visitors from all over the world congregate here with
the multi-level shopping complex of Copley Square, hotels, offices and
condominiums. Copley Square, named after John Copley, Boston’s well
known____________ in 1883, was _____________named Art Square.
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WONDER
RESIDE
NEIGHBOUR
NATION
ART, ORIGINAL

Test 60
New York City
This is a town where _________ expect to find __________ and
______________ … and they are ____________, if ever, disappointed. New
York City offers such a wealth of ______________, it’s hard to know where to
begin. ____________can choose from more than 160 ____________institutions, catch a show on or off Broadway, take a stroll in Central Park.
For culture and learning there are museums in profusion. The most
____________ is the Metropolitan Museum of Art. This museum houses
a vast _________ within its classical halls. In 2007 , “the Met”, as it is
________ called, opened a spectacular 30,000-sqaure-foot “museum-withinthe-museum” to display its extraordinary ____ of Hellenistic, Etruscan, South
Italian and Roman art – much of it ______in New York for generations.

Тренировочные упражнения для выполнения
заданий на множественный выбор (A22 – A28)

VISIT, EXCITE
CREATE, RARE
ENTERTAIN
TOUR, CULTURE

Прочитайте тексты с пропусками, обозначенными номерами. Эти номера
соответствуют заданиям, в которых представлены возможные варианты
ответов. Обведите номер выбранного вами варианта ответа.

FAME
COLLECT
AFFECTIONATE
COLLECT
SEEN

Test 61
The UK is a _______monarchy, with the seat of ______ based in
London. Britain has no written constitution and __________the
Queen has the power to veto legislation, although her__________
for new laws nowadays is more a _________ than anything else.
The Prime Minister and his Cabinet of key ministers place legislation before Parliament for __________. Sitting in the Palace of
Westminster, Parliament consists of the 659 elected Members of
the House of Commons and the ____________House of Lords.

CONSTITUTION, GOVERN
THEORETICAL
APPROVE
FORMAL
RATIFY
ELECTED

Test 64
In 1626, William Blackstone, a 1)________ Church of England clergyman, became the first European 2) __________in Shawmut. He had been
3)____________ a deed of 50 acres on the 700 acres of the peninsula plus the
“rights” to the 4)__________area. On the slopes of what was to become Beacon
Hill, he built himself a small 5) _________, kept 6 acres and sold the rest of his
“rights” for future colonists.
In 1630, John Winthrop 6) _________ a colony at the 7)__________ of Beacon Hill on the Shawmut Peninsula for a small group of Puritans who came from
religious and political persecution, and with their 8) __________, John Winthrop,
they settled and changed the name of Shawmut to Boston 9) _________the town
they had come from in England.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Test 62
Whether you want to spectate or to become involved, there are ____ opportunities to participate in sporting _____ in and around London. Many top
____ competitions take place in the hallowed grounds of sporting venues as
Lord’s (cricket), Wimbledon (tennis), Wembley Stadium, Crystal Palace. In
____, world-famous horse races take place at _____such as Ascot, Epsom and
Sandown Park. For those who want to do more than just watch, London offers
opportunities for the sporty to take part in all sorts of ____. Council-run facilities
provide ____access to sports such as tennis, swimming, aerobics and so on.

NUMBER
ACTIVE
NATION
ADD, LOCATE
ACTIVE
EXPENSE

Test 63
Time in Greenwich
During the early 19th century, most parts of Britain ran on _______ time
zones. This was fine during the days of stage-coach travel, but it made
the timetables of the ______emerging rail network ________confusing.
From 1852, London time was adopted as standard, but clocks still showed
both local and London time. This continued until 1884 when Greenwich
Mean Time (GMT) was adopted as the standard by which not only just
Britain but the whole world set its clocks. An ________ convention placed
Longitude 0 degrees (the _______ line joining the North and the South
Poles) at Greenwich, and by standing in this Meridian (an illuminated line
on the ground) at the Old Royal ______ you are straddling the ______ and
_______ hemispheres.

DIFFER
NEW, PARTICULAR

NATION
IMAGINE
OBSERVE, EAST
WEST
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A) bygone
A) resident
A) awarded
A) entire
A) lodge
A) built
A) bottom
A) leader
A) by

B) former
B) inhabitant
B) donated
B) all
B) hut
B) created
B) base
B) director
B) from

C) late
C) occupant
C) allowed
C) total
C) cottage
C) established
C) foot
C) guide
С) after

D) old
D) settler
D) granted
D) whole
D) bungalow
D) provided
D) ground
D) conductor
D) for

Test 65
BOSTON COMMON
Boston Common with over 50 acres of green 1)_________, magnificent
trees and serene waterways, is America’s oldest public park. Despite the
2)_______ atmosphere it has an exciting 3) ________past. In 1634 the land was
4) ___________for a military training 5) ________ and the British Army used
it as a camp during the Revolution. In 1775 they used it as a base from which
to 6) ___________their assaults on the colonial resistance of Lexington and
Concord. After the Revolution the townspeople owned and used it as a common
7) ____________for their cattle until 1830. Frog Pond was the place for duels
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and also for hangings. In contrast, it was used for many 8) __________and
concerts.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A) sites
A) pacific
A) mighty
A) taken
A) scene
A) launch
A) meadow
A) parties

B) lawns
B) quiet
B) intensive
B) purchased
B) site
B) throw
B) pasture
B) celebrations

C) fields
C) calm
C) powerful
C) obtained
C) place
C) begin
C) place
C) occasions

D) meadows
D) inactive
D) violent
D) acquired
D) habitat
D) introduce
D) ground
D) anniversaries

Test 66
Our bodies send us many cues that 1) ______us alive and healthy. For example,
when we swim underwater, our lungs begin to tighten and 2) ______as our need
for oxygen grows. They send us an urgent signal – we need to 3) ______. Internal
cues from our bodies send us important 4) ______regarding sleep, temperature
control and pain. We ignore these cues from our body at great peril to our health.
Hunger is an internal cue from our body telling us that we need nourishment.
Hunger pangs are a survival 5)_______; after a certain point starving people no
6)______ feel hunger. When this happens, they are close to death.
Newborn babies cry when they feel hungry, and cry increasingly more loudly
until they are fed. For an infant, the need for food is painful, immediate and
all-absorbing. Good parents will 7)_________quickly and feed their children.
Infants will eat till they are 8)________and then stop. Once full and relaxed,
babies sleep or play.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A) hold
A) hurt
A) exhale
A) notes
A) tool
A) sooner
A) answer
A) happy

B) keep
B) pain
B) inhale
B) words
B) device
B) longer
B) behave
B) glad

C) stay
C) ache
C) breathe
C) directions
C) agent
C) far
C) respond
C) satisfied

D) remain
D) injure
D) breath
D) messages
D) gadget
D) long
D) act
D) full

Test 67
Loretta grew 1)_________ in a small Kansas town. Her father sold automobiles and her mother was a homemaker. The girl was especially 2)_______ to her
father. In her childhood Loretta sang in the church 3)_______.
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Her father died when the girl was 12. She felt a cold hard feeling in her stomach the day she heard the news. The feeling didn’t go 4)_________ until she left
home six years 5) ______.
Loretta had two brothers. After their father’s death they learned to care
6)________ themselves. Fortunately, they were all 7)_________ and enterprising.
Dave developed a caustic wit and a poker face to hide his 8)________. Bob kept
busy 9)_______ sports and after-school jobs. But Loretta withdrew from the family and community. She dropped 10)_____ of school. She spent her time outdoors
bouncing a ball in the driveway and creating fantasy world in her 11)______. In
one of them she was the beautiful daughter of a millionaire who liked to vacation in 12)________resorts. In another, she was a movie star who made enough
money to 13)_______ her weary mother and send her brothers to college.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
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A) in
A) near
A) choir
A) out
A) longer
A) to
A) bright
A) ache
A) by
A) in
A) head
A) unusual
A) supply

B) up
B) next
B) chorus
B) off
B) later
B) for
B) shiny
B) pain
B) in
B) off
B) brain
B) exotic
B) feed

C) on
C) close
C) group
C ) for
C) sooner
C) after
C) light
C) wound
C) with
C) out
C) intellect
C) strange
C) provide

D) of
D) nearby
D) band
D) away
D) lately
D) about
D) brilliant
D) discomfort
D) on
D) with
D) mind
D) foreign
D) support

22. lives, was filled, beginning, writing, later, realities, darker, more disturbing
23. have been, have enjoyed, (have) wondered, am viewing, doesn’t provide,
found, was, will carry, are
24. largest, devoted, bigger, better, its, including, begins, looks
25. most famous, maintains, trained, training, creating, performs, its, tours,
owes, envisioned, be trained, schooled, greatest, met, had found
26. took, ushered, setting, lined, collaborators, was played, toured, ran, has
been staged, winning, was given, his
27. fourth, purchased, called, commissioned, based, called, rounded, their,
came, hidden, watching, rose, opened
28. came, most successful, companies, stands, his, finest, craftsmen, were
sought, struck, died, ordering, workmen, their, imported, their, ill-fated,
visitors, imagining, have been
29. was built, him, needed, replying, fell, took, his, moved, altering, enlarging,
most significant, Tudor’s, ordered
30. feet, tallest, was designed, designed, was completed, its, would overwhelm,
larger, has, days
31. ruined, was built, was granted, remained, was imprisoned, escaping, are
protected, visited, returned, had surrendered, was taken, spending, was
forced, stole, dressed, was rowed, fled
32. more confident, friends’, beliefs, more committed, be informed, hers, had
33. practical, helpful, harmless, familiarize, equipment, appointment, permission, experimental, response
34. laughter, irritation, length, irrational, scientific, relatively
35. writers, equality, undoubtedly, expression, composition, differences,
identity, internationally, inspiration, appearance
36. novelist, undisputed, significance, abolitionist, height, influential
37. highly, publication, revolutionary, majority, beautifully, experimental,
natural, remarkably, sensitive
38. explorers, settlements, government, Spanish, temporarily, French, possession, various
39. assassination, massive, visitors, governors, various, gracefully, representatives, height, mighty, national, tourists, guided
40. development, leading, exploration, naval, incredible, subtlety, incomparable
41. successor, unfortunately, leadership, conspirators, murderous, addition,
passionate, execution, explosion, unclear, historians, useless
42. expression, truly, finally, deliberately, disobeyed, disregard, employment,
explanations, regulations, consciously, undoubtedly, possibility

Keys
1. first, best, was named, these, had become, bringing, eighteenth, had been
established, fifteenth
2. belongings, running, was raining, worse, dirtier, fifth, had bought
3. was blinking, darker, more insistent, asking, first, are having, have had,
yours, will have
4. greatest, served, was published, had been, struck, concentrating
5. cycling, has risen, is driving, began, have burnt, releasing, is being intensified, includes, warmest, have hit, has declined, will increase
6. most famous, haven’t read, read, livelier, more paradoxical, most successful, has been put, hasn’t been appreciated
7. left, its, has inspired, seeking, has led, haven’t endured, seemed, oldest,
longest, has changed, be applied, have been
8. yourself, most powerful, don’t do, regretting, will swim, will bring, cleverer, had seen, have met, has been
9. had turned, themselves, supplies, easier, longer, was crossed, were, fishing,
them, themselves, had been
10. had come, were being watched, tensing, were standing, had been watching,
had approached, taller, had been fishing.
11. highest, bubbling, teeming, bringing, their, reminds, flattest, was rummaging, had learned
12. had lost, was waiting, was led, was holding, have ordered, myself, concluding, had happened, had been edited, him, was served, had gone
13. had been, had taken, worse, had grown, darker, had felt, longer, exiting, had
stimulated, had not been riding, had done, having affected (affecting)
14. feet, had stayed, cleaning, had been, be cleaned, had changed, putting,
had become, herself, better
15. leaving, talking, having, better, had ended, most talented, had provided,
patients’, reading, fifth, closer, slower
16. lies, oldest, serves, is regarded, most beautiful, stands, has been used, was
laid, is covered, its
17. most fascinating, second, third, less popular, hoping, feared, was executed,
were burnt, had condemned, held, illustrated, be forgotten
18. oldest, was founded, bringing, was designed, took, covered, decorated,
learning
19. led, took, were looked, first, later, were performed, has been recreated
20. were written, known, were staged, was closed, came, expecting, disappointed, has been realized
21. less, eighteenth, largest, offers, combined, surprising, hidden
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43. unlocked, abnormal, suspicious, cautiously, unexpected, defend, breath,
hiding, anger
44. secretly, sailors, childhood, management, wisdom, lioness, rejection,
refusal
45. Scottish, childhood, improvements, draughty, impossible, impression
46. darkness, curiosity, unpleasant, discomfort, suddenly, miners, carefully
47. cruelty, dangerous, curiosity, irresistible, entry, disobedient, adulthood
48. appointment, governor, invitation, reception, clearly, unfortunately, prosperous, colonists, disloyal
49. convenience, impatient, election, observers, settlement, rightful, respectable, resolution, representation, colonial, opposition
50. northern, associations, pressure, government, treasonable, exceptions,
production, proposal
51. exhilaration, nearly, jogger, anxieties, disappeared, carefree, reasonably
52. central, crowded, building, conversation, curiosity, most exciting, stimulating, comfortable, predictable
53. various, architectural, helpful, instructions, directly, blood, representatives,
directions, difficulty, comparison
54. prehistoric, extensive, plentiful, Roman, tidal, central, industrial, British
55. prosperity, establishment, commercial, population, death, persecution,
conspirators
56. literary, inventor, contributing, living, financially
57. tragedy, darkness, continuing, haunting, countless, undoubtedly, troubled,
talented, tormented
58. marriage, seriously, length, childhood, friendship, married, died, death,
seriously, marriage, politicians, disapproval, opposition, nobility, marriage
59. wonderful, residents, neighbourhood, international, artist, originally
60. visitors, excitement, creativity, rarely, entertainment, tourists, cultural,
famous, collection, affectionately, collection, unseen
61. constitutional, government, theoretically, approval, formality, ratification,
unelected
62. numerous, activities, international, addition, locations, activities, inexpensive
63. different, newly, particularly, international, imaginary, observatory, eastern,
western
64. 1. B) former; 2. D) settler; 3. D) granted; 4. A) entire; 5. B) hut;
6. C) established; 7. C) foot; 8. A) leader; 9. C) after
65. 1. B) lawns; 2. C) calm; 3. D) violent; 4. B) purchased; 5. B) site;
6. A) launch; 7. B) pasture; 8. B) celebrations
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66. 1. B) keep; 2. C) ache; 3. C) breathe; 4. D) messages; 5. A) tool;
6. B) longer; 7. C) respond; 8. C) satisfied
67. 1. B) up; 2. C) close; 3. A) choir; 4. D) away; 5. B) later; 6. B) for;
7. A) bright; 8. B) pain; 9. C) with; 10. C) out; 11. D) mind; 12. B) exotic;
13. D) support
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